
1. middleware: 

 

1.1 Shared persistent spaces are the building blocks of pub-sub systems. In the 

recent past we have built a distributed-shared persistent space on a p2p 

architecture.  This has been extended to realise the concept of transactions. 

This work can be further extended in several ways. Efficient tuple 

searching methods on top of DHT lookup is required probably using 

bloom filter and/or using the small world property. Also, deadlock free 

replicated transactions using atomic broadcast is required to be looked 

into. 

 

1.2 Starting from basic models variants of topic or content based pub-sub 

architectures that address emerging information tools can be built (eg: top 

k-match in twitter streams or taxi allocation). For this a centralized or 

distributed shared persistent space can be used. Many avenues can be 

explored including handling failure modes (partial/adhoc), coupling with 

complex event processing, addressing real time or imposing of a delivery 

order at large scale etc. 

 

 

2 HPC/GPU: 

 

2.1 We have been working on single and cluster GPU’s (GTX 480) running 

matrix multiplication variants. Matrix multiplication is a core generic 

problem which is used as a reference problem in HPC. This work can be 

extended in several directions. One is to investigate novel hybrid 

programming paradigms for a GPU cluster. A possibility is to view the 

cluster as either a shared memory/PGAS or a distributed memory/MPI, or 

simply should it be made architecture independent? Investigate modular 

and scalable programming patterns for clusters with/without GPU: 

approaches to be investigated are ‘algorithmic skeletons’ (Map Reduce 

and Systolic are embedded in this model) or to see how to extract 

functional parallelism or, to see how the older concept of ‘channel based 

coordination’ can be rediscovered in this new setting. 

 

2.2 Most practical data parallel applications are now GPU-rised. However, 

they are not optimized for GPU clusters. This is not a trivial extension and 

clever techniques for data placement are required. Tasks in the areas of 

machine learning (SVM or NN) and graph analytics (e.g. parallelizing by 

MPI or X10 to derive ‘between ness centrality’ measure for example) are 

applicable. 

 

2.3 Execution flow composition among data resident at dispersed locations is 

to be investigated. Again try to resurrect the channel based coordination 

models (or any other approach) for ‘flow composition’ of tasks (eg like 



BPEL). What complexities do arise in case of composing across virtual 

machines? 

 

(In all the tasks, use cuda aware MPI(MVAPICH2) and cuda aware PGAS 

(X10) where necessary; make use of cuda 6.0 advanced features with nvidia 

Kepler K40 if available; GPU movable code should be analysed via a 

dependency graph first; hybrids of known efficient algorithms are to be used 

(e.g., Cannon’s and  Strassen’s recursive for matrix multiplication)) 

 

3 optimization: 

 

3.1 Many nature inspired heuristics have been proposed to solve 

combinatorial optimization problems. Swarm class is one such approach 

(ACO, PSO, BC, BFO etc).  Question is, are they really distinct? Build an 

abstract model that captures competition and cooperation, convergence 

and accuracy in swarm algorithms.  

 

3.2 Cellular automata tries to capture the dynamics of emergent complexity 

and is in many was similar to how PSO works except that the latter 

optimises.  Learning from this, can we make CA works as an optimizer? 

 

3.3 The ‘three wheeler’ and ‘escalator’ scheduling problems are dynamic 

optimization problems. Try to identify complementariness and obtain a 

generic optimizer for the ‘three wheeler’ and ‘escalator’ scheduling 

problems. 

 

4 other: 

4.1 Accurate localized flood forecasting is a multi-disciplinary subject 

involving geography, mathematical models and computation. Use the 

WRF code and relevant hydrology mathematical models of rain water 

absorption and incorporate with a GIS to come up with a solution for a  SL 

scenario  

 

4.2 It is hypothesized that information theoretic analysis of protein sequences 

(single, bigram or trigram) may be of use for possible disease correlation. 

Investigate.  

 

4.3 We have a method to generate accurate opportunistic network connectivity 

traces. What happens if social connectivity is augmented with 

opportunistic networking, or vice versa? In this work, try to correlate 

dynamically generated social connectivity graphs and opportunistic 

mobile models. Come up with an efficient scheme for modeling epidemics 

and/or large scale replica management 

 



4.4 Biomedical signal processing: EEG anomaly analysis using wavelets(e.g. 

epilepsy detection) ; MRI brain scans with SVM analysis – Alzheimer 

condition detection 


